iMAPARK
REQUEST. ARRIVE. PARK.

www.imapark.com

YOUR INTELLIGENT MANAGEMENT PARKING

Don't stress out thinking where you will park your car in the city!

FIND
Find parking.
Check availability
and pricing in
real-time.

REQUEST. ARRIVE. PARK.

RESERVE
Reserve and make
sure that a spot is
available when you
arrive.

Management Software

Gateway

iMAPARK is an on-street smart parking system that helps drivers ﬁnd and
PRE-RESERVE an available parking spot by means of light signals - road
studs - on the ﬂoor, electronic displays and mobile app.
Each parking spot has a light signal and a sensor that send information to
the Gateway through wireless network. The light signal – road stud - will be
visible from the road even when a car is parked and will inform drivers about
the occupancy status of the parking spot.

When a car parks on the
sensor, it is detected and
the information is sent to
the gateway via wireless.
Gateway sends information
to the database in real time

PARK
The road stud will
change collor. Check-in
when you arrive. Park
stress-free, enjoy the
city and Check-out.

PAY
Easy pay for the
service with the
Integrated Payment
Solution.

Communication
Database

The occupation is immediately
communicated to the users
through the sensors installed on
the ﬂoor

Simply data
collection at a
reduced cost

The control center - parking
lot managers - receives
real-time data on the
occupancy rate

Occupancy and
parking
revenue
Relevant in
price decisions
Integrated Payment
Management
System

Mobile App
The Mobile App helps drivers
ﬁnd and reserve a parking spot
Search for parking spots
based on points of
interest or preferences
View the available
parking spots in real
PRE-RESERVE a parking
spot for certain time
Extend parking time if
you want
Easy pay for the service
in the App

iMAPARK
is a solution
for drivers

iMAPARK
is a solution for
parking
management
companies

iMAPARK
is a solution
for the city

Electronic Display
The electronic displays installed on
the street transmit information of
available spots in real time

SR-15
The road stud serves as power supply for the
sensor and for itself. It is located outside the
parking spot - visible from the road even when
a car is parked - and inform drivers about the
occupancy status of the parking spot

Sensor

Integrated payment
solution

Each parking spot have a sensor in the middle
that sends information about the availability of
the spot to Gateway through wireless network

